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Overview 

- there is an ACCORD rolling work plan
- edited by WP editors and manpower contributions by LTMs

- there is and ACCORD MG
- members are among the editors and supervises RWP writing 

- manpower reporting by LTMs, reviewed by MG
- scientific results reporting

- newsletter, presentations, posters, scientific publications
- working weeks, workshops, scientific conferences, (semi)regular 

WG or WP meetings
- reports for research stays
- area level scientific report



ACCORD Area level scientific report
RC LACE area reports done regularly and are available at

https://www.rclace.eu/lace-projects/physics
ACCORD reporting would not be much different in form

- but, it would be a rolling report, continueously updated
- Google doc, organized as the subjects in the RWP

- Some rules: font colours for task description, report text, max one 
page per task, figures can be included but not mandatory, short with 
references to longer report

- people working on a task to be named 
- Manpower  deduced from manpower reporting tool

- Details (TBD, aggreed upon) and can depend on the area:
- who can edit/suggest/comment/see the report

ACCORD Physics area is specific – no area leader but a WG and 3 CSCs

https://www.rclace.eu/lace-projects/physics


Example (work for 2021)

This is a printscreen 
of an example I 
made for illustration 
as a google doc, 
there is no complete 
report available yet!
Input taken from 
LACE physics report.



Example (work for 2021)

This is an example I 
made for illustration 
as a google doc, 
there is no complete 
report available yet!
Input taken from PH6 
wiki.



Proposal 
- single document for the whole calendar year

- Google doc link on ACCORD Wiki is open for reading to 

  a)  everyone with the link

  b) everyone listed in physics work packages

  c) per request 

Options for editing (depends on previous, need to agree with phy WG):

  a) everyone can comment

  b) WP editors can edit or comment

  c) PH WG can edit according to comments

ACCORD Phy WG did not discuss the organisation of the ACCORD reporting in detail yet!

Very similar to what we already do in LACE.

- reorganizing reporting .... 
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